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Narrative & visual 
communication are ancient



 Engage audience; stories are more 
interesting than a string of facts, 
compelling visuals illustrate points
 Improve retention; easier to remember 

good stories and effective visual elements
 Shorten reading time; audience/reader 

can follow storyline and view visual 
elements quickly

Why combine narrative and visuals for 
science communication?

Adapted from Dahlstrom, 2014



“It is one of the novelties of human language that it 
encourages story telling and thus creative imagination. 
Scientific discovery is akin to explanatory storytelling, 
to myth making and to poetic imagination.” 

“Scientific theories … begin as imaginative 
constructions. They begin, if you like, as stories, and 
the purpose of the critical or rectifying episode in 
scientific reasoning is precisely to find out whether or 
not these stories are stories about real life.”

Science and storytelling 
are linked

Karl Popper

Peter Medawar



Hand drawn sketches as part of M.S. thesis



Hand drawn sketches as part of PhD



Hand drawn sketches as part of postdoc



Marine Botany in Queensland, Australia

• Developed color graphics capacity
• Became involved in Healthy Waterways Campaign
• Used color graphics for communicating to broader 

audiences 



Classic scientific book: B & W, dense, 
peer science audience



Published Crew Guide using color graphics



Scientific synthesis 



Second scientific synthesis



Conceptual diagrams used to synthesize 
results



What is a conceptual diagram?
A diagram using symbols that depicts the essential 
attributes of a system: “thought drawing”



Cave painting

Conceptual diagrams use symbols depict 
unequivocal messages

Darwin’s 
diagram



• Symbols are used and identified all over the world: 
mathematics        , weather         , music       , 
religion          , corporate branding         ,
signage         , and organizations        .

Symbols are language independent
and universal

• Symbols can represent 
something invisible or 
intangible

• Symbols can represent
something tangible



Size, shape, color, and position of symbols 
conveys information 



Good conceptual diagrams synthesize and 
present information clearly



IAN is creating a global symbol language

236 countries 2925 symbols
Over 92,000 users



You can make your own diagrams



Visual literacy for science 
communication

1. There are many types of visuals that can be used
2. A diversity of visual elements enhances the appeal 
3. Creation, selection, and editing of visual elements is 

important
4. Visual elements need to be fully integrated with text
5. Color selection = internally consistent & cognitively 

aware
6. Visual elements should be able to stand alone
7. Reduce extraneous information (e.g., chart junk, map 

junk)



There are many forms of visuals that can be 
used, including photos, conceptual diagrams, 

maps, graphs, videos



There are many forms of visuals that can be 
used, including photos, conceptual diagrams, 

maps, graphs, videos



There are many forms of visuals that can be 
used, including photos, conceptual diagrams, 

maps, graphs, videos



A diversity of visual elements 
enhances the appeal of science 

communication 



Visual elements need to be fully 
integrated with text



Color selection is crucial 

Neural basis for distinct hues 
• Red hues lead to highest MRI 

brain responses
• Green and blue hues stimulate 

activity to lesser degree
Stoughton and Conway 2008 



Care should be given to the creation, 
selection, and editing of visual elements



Visual elements should be able to stand alone 
(captions & legends)



Reduce extraneous information (e.g., 
chart junk, map junk) to allow focus on 

content of interest



• Evolution from key words  active titles word 
clouds  narrative structure

• Good science narrative requires synthesis, 
audience awareness, elements of story, solid 
scientific basis

• Narrative structure is not facilitated by the 
standard scientific publishing format: Abstract, 
Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion 

Narrative structure



Began using conclusions as titles



Conclusions evolved into ‘active titles’



Typical page with active title



Began soliciting key words



Started developing word clouds



Guanabara Bay is . . .



Darwin Harbour is . . .



Made short declarative statements to 
accompany graphics



Randy Olson introduced the ABT format:
. . . and . . . but . . . therefore . . .

ABT . . . and . . . but . . .therefore. . .
AAA . . .and . . . and . . . and . . .
DHY . . . despite . . . yet . . . however . . .



Narrative Index = simple quantifiable 
assessment of narrative structure

• Number of ‘but’s vs. number of ‘and’s in text

• Narrative Index =( # ‘but’s / # ‘and’s) x 100

• Rationale; exclusive use of ‘and’ leads to AAA 
(boring, repetitious); adding ‘but’ into sentence 
creates tension and facilitates ABT (tension and 
resolution)

• Simple quantitative index



• 1809 – 1882; English
• Influenced by Malthus (An essay 

on the principle of population), 
Lyell, Humboldt

• Made extended field trip; 5 years, 
S. America & Galapagos Islands

• Prolific author; numerous books &  
scientific papers

Charles Robert Darwin



• 1823 – 1913; English
• Influenced by Malthus (An essay 

on the principle of population), 
Lyell, Humboldt

• Made extended field trips; 4 years 
S. America, 8 years Malay 
archipelago

• Prolific author; numerous books & 
scientific papers

Alfred Russel Wallace



Simultaneous publication in J Proc Linnean
Society; 1858



• Same theory (natural 
selection)

• Both Englishmen; similar age
• Similar influences (e.g., 

Malthus, Lyell, Humboldt)
• Similar observations (e.g., S. 

American flora & fauna)
• Published at the same time
• Published in the same journal
• Neither man was present 

when paper was originally 
read at the Linnean Society

Controlled ‘experiment’



• Wallace: “On the Tendency of Varieties to Depart 
Indefinitely from the Original Type” Narrative Index = 
19

• Darwin: "On the Variation of Organic Beings in a 
state of Nature; on the Natural Means of Selection; 
on the Comparison of Domestic Races and true 
Species” Narrative Index = 27

• Darwin: “Abstract from Letter 10/5/1857” Narrative 
Index = 26

Wallace vs. Darwin narrative index



Wallace: Narrative Index

• Malay Vol 1 = 11
• Malay Vol 2 = 12
• Island Life = 14 



Darwin: Narrative Index

• Voyage = 17
• Coral Reefs = 17
• Origin = 20



Narrative structure applies to science, 
literature and politics

http://www.scienceneedsstory.com/blog/the-narrative-index/



Narrative affects neural activity

Neural basis for narrative 
• Narrative activates the 

brain
• Narrative unifies the 

thinking of a group

Hasson in Olson 2015 



ABT statements and key word identification



Narrative literacy for science 
communication

1. Storytelling can be a powerful tool for science 
communication 

2. Selection of key words can enhance science 
communication 

3. The ABT format provides compelling narrative 
structure

4. Active titles enhance comprehension 
5. Science narratives should focus on informing, not 

persuading audience
6. Simplify & define terms, avoid jargon, but do NOT 

‘dumb it down’ – instead, ‘raise the bar’
7. Provide context; ‘why should the audience care?’



Storytelling can be a powerful tool for 
science communication (using causality, 

temporality and character)

• Causality: Cause-
effect relationships 
inferred

• Temporality: 
Timeline, context 
dependent

• Character: 
People involved



Selection of key words can enhance 
science communication

Nothing in the ___________ makes sense, 
except in light of _____________.

Nothing in geology makes sense, except in light of plate tectonics.
Nothing in ecology makes sense, except in light of evolution.

Transdisciplinary science is 
____________, 
____________, 
___________ .

Randy Olson’s Dobzhansky template:



The ABT format (“. . . and . . . but . . . 
therefore . . .” template) provides 

compelling narrative structure

“Stories are fun 
And

may seem complex 
But

they all have a similar structure 
Therefore

they lend themselves to templates.”



Active titles enhance comprehension 

Active
titles 



Science narratives should focus on 
informing, not persuading audience 

Inform
• Instructs, explains, 

describes, etc.
• Gives something to 

audience
• Tells them
• Information can 

persuade

Persuade
• Changes attitudes, 

beliefs, etc.
• Gets something

from audience
• Sells them
• Persuasion can inform



Simplify & define terms, avoid jargon, but do NOT 
‘dumb it down’ – instead, ‘raise the bar’



Provide context; ‘why should the 
audience care?’



Astronomy Physics Astronomy Physics

Chemistry

Biology

Geology Evolution Physics Biology

Paradigm shifts occur with good 
science communication



Paradigm shift to sustainability 
leaders 
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